1996 chevy cavalier fuel pump

If you have a full tank of gasoline and your Cavalier just stops running, you could have an issue
with the fuel system. Most of the fuel system problems come from the fuel pump located in the
gas tank of the Cavalier, but it can be a fuel filter as well. You can troubleshoot the fuel system
on the Cavalier with a few tools right at home and save yourself the cost of taking it in to the
auto shop. Pop up the hood on your Cavalier and set the parking brake. Locate the fuel line that
enters the injector system. You will find the line on the top of the engine. You can follow the line
back under the car and see it continues back to the fuel tank if you have trouble locating it.
Remove the fuel line from the injector unit with the pliers by squeezing the clamp and pulling
the clamp back on the line. Have your small container there to catch any fuel. Have your friend
turn on the key and notice if fuel starts to flow. Have your friend turn off the key quickly. If you
did not have fuel flow, then move on to the next step. Place two wood blocks at the left rear tire.
You will place one block in front, and one behind the tire. This will keep the car from rolling.
Jack up the passenger rear tire with the floor jack by positioning the jack under the frame and
pumping. Once the passenger rear side of the car is high enough to slide under, place the jack
stand under the frame to hold the car in position. Slide under the car on the passenger rear and
find the fuel filter. The fuel filter is located in the fuel line under the passenger side of the
Cavalier. Remove the fuel filter connection on the front side of the filter by pulling back the clip
on the line with your hand. The front side of the filter is the side closer to the engine. Have your
friend turn the key on and off again quickly. Notice if any fuel flows out the filter. If no fuel flows
out, then you have an issue with the fuel pump or the fuel filter. Remove the other side of the
filter clip and remove the filter completely. Have your friend turn the key on and off again. If fuel
still does not flow, then you will need to replace the fuel pump unit in the fuel tank. If fuel flows
through the line, then you need to replace the fuel filter. Katie B. Marsh is a self-published
author, article writer, screenwriter, and inventor. After graduating from South Coast College of
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She began her writing career in Her content may be found on amazon. She completed her first
screenplay in October Step 1 Pop up the hood on your Cavalier and set the parking brake. Step
2 Remove the fuel line from the injector unit with the pliers by squeezing the clamp and pulling
the clamp back on the line. Step 3 Have your friend turn on the key and notice if fuel starts to
flow. Step 4 Place two wood blocks at the left rear tire. Step 5 Jack up the passenger rear tire
with the floor jack by positioning the jack under the frame and pumping. Step 6 Slide under the
car on the passenger rear and find the fuel filter. Chris answered 11 years ago. Neil answered 11
years ago. Did you check or replace the fuel filter ever? Also, check to see if your getting the
right fuel pressure through the fuel pressure regulator. It's a tiny valve on the right side of the
fuel rail with a vacuum line coming from it. It tell's the ECU that your getting the correct fuel
pressure to idle the engine. Dan answered 11 years ago. John answered 10 years ago. Replaced
the fuel pump and filter on an 02 cavalier and am getting no fuel at the injector rail. So I took the
the line of before the filter and getting no fuel at this point also. I lowered the tan I have a chevy
cavalier the fuel pump stopped working it was running fine I went in to the er with my wife come
out and it won't start fuel pump wouldn't turn on so I changed the fuel pump sam I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Cavalier question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Cavalier Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Pontiac
Sunfire 58 listings. Used Cars for Sale. My cavalier with 2. Also i have cam sensor problem its
getting a low signal, but the car was still running with that issue could that be my problem?? It
sounds to me like you may have burned out your fuel pump. Something else you may want to
check into would be your fuel pressure regulator or your interia switch. It is possible that your
interia switch may have gotten bumped somehow. This device is normally only activated only in
a collision. It shuts off the fuel flow to the engine by disabling the power to the fuel pump.
Sometimes these get bumped on accident and have to be reset. It doesn't happen often. But it
has been known to happen never the less. As to the issue of not enough gas in the tank you
could add some more but if you aren't hearing the fuel pump I wouldn't waste the gas. You need
to get the fuel pump working first. Or at least so you can hear it kick in. The fuel pump may be
stuck You could try and give the tank a couple of sharp raps and see what that does. This
somttimes works. I have done this myself. Otherwise if you want to see if it is the fuel pump for
sure you can do this Fill a gallon gas can with gas. Then find one of the fuel lines from the gas
tank and see if you can remove it without disturibing anything else. Now take the hose you
removed from the gas tank and stick the open end into the gallon gas can. It should suck the

gas up to the engine. I think there is another fuel pump located along the frame somwhere. One
pump is a high pressure pump. And the other is a low pressure pump. The engine should run
this way. I have done this in the past to see if the fuel pump was actually at fault. It could also be
the fuel pump along side the frame as well. You'll have to look and see if it has one there. Some
did. And some didn't. When all is said and done I am pretty sure you'll be replacing the fuel
pump in your gas tank though. This isn't as bad as it sounds though. The hardest part will be to
get the gas tank straps bolts loosened. Once you have the bolts off the tank straps will come
off. Then the gas tank should drop down. You should have a empty or near empty gas tank
before you remove it from the car. It may take a little doing so take your time. Once you have the
tank down you'll have to remove the gas lines as well. Then the tanl should come out completly.
Now the fuel pump is located inside of the tank. To get it out you'll need to remove the ring that
screws down onto the tank. This is also called the fuel sending unit. The place where the hoses
attach onto the tank. To remove the fuel pump you need to take off the ring. This is usually
screwed on. Once you have unscrewed the ring you should be able to pull the entire assembly
fuel pump and sending unit all in one. That is how they are made. When you buy the new one
that is how it comes Sending unit and fuel pump all in one assembly. Reassembly is just the
oppsite of reassembly. But when you reattach your gas lines to the gas tank you'll probably
have to get new clamps These aren't just regular hose clamps but they are special clamps to
only be used once. So you'll have to replace those along with any other clamps you think
should be replaced. While you are at it check your fuel line all the way from front-to-back. If you
find any bad spots it may be a good idea to replace them now while you are at it. The main thing
is to just take your time. I hope this helps you some. Also i have cam sensor problem its getting
I had a Cavalier that had a bad chip in main computer. It would mess up all the time. I couldn't
get it started. I would have it towed to shop and they would start it right up with no problems. It
took them forever to find out the problem. The chip was cracked and when it would separate
After finding the problem and replacing the computer.. Answer Save. Linda R Lv 4. Favorite
Answer. This Site Might Help You. RE: chev cavalier fuel pump. I have no idea if you have the
same problem How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still
have questions? Get your answers by asking now. It also backfires when trying to start it
sometimes. It maybe helpful to know that I was caught in a bad thuderstorm two days before my
car start giving me problems. I am not sure if the rain or flood caused this problem Have you
checked your coils? Does it start back up right away after it cuts out? Thanks for responding I
will be taking it to the 4th mechanic in the morning to try and find out what it could be I was told
by someone else that it could be my fuel injectors What do you think? I imagine was it cools off.
Please Help. Maybe the coils were replaced when the module was, I'm not sure, but if it acts like
it's running out of fuel its probably on the fuel side. I'm wondering if somehow it's building too
much pressure in your fuel tank and the pump gets air locked??? Does it matter how full your
tank is? How old is the fuel pump? Symptoms are a dead ringer for the CPS, cam position
sensor. It cracked when you hit a puddle in the rain, now it works until it gets hot It cools and
the crack closes, back to working! Sandra answered 5 years ago. Amazing this id like reading
exactly our same issues other then my guy is our mechanic, thank GOD! I am not sure if the rain
or flood Hello I have a chevy cavalier and yesterday morning I tried to start my car and turned
over the key and it did absolutely nothing. There was no clicking or winding noises only noise I
heard was I have a 94 cavalier rs 2. It goes away when i drive away or push the accelerator. I
replaced the 02 sens I have a chevrolet cavalier z I have had 3 transmissions put into my car
since January, I am still having the same problem 3 months later. The transmission is slipping
when I put th My chevy cavalier has a 2. Does anyone know why this would keep happening? I
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have replaced thye following parts; fuel pump, fuel filter, ignition module, and crank sensor and
I am still having problems with it cutting off after driving about minutes. What could be the
problem? I have exhausted my funds playing the guessing game and still do not know what's
wrong with my car. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
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